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In Why Beethoven Threw the Stew, renowned cellist Steven Isserlis sets out to pass on to
children a wonderful gift given to him by his own cello teacher - the chance to people his own
world with the great composers by getting to know them as friends.Witty and informative at the
same time, Isserlis introduces us to six of his favourite composers: the sublime genius Bach,
the quicksilver Mozart, Beethoven with his gruff humour, the shy Schumann, the prickly
Brahms and that extraordinary split personality, Stravinsky. Isserlis brings the composers alive
in an irresistible manner that can't fail to catch the attention of any child whose ear has been
caught by any of the music described, or anyone entering the world of classical music for the
first time.The lively black and white line illustrations provide a perfect accompaniment to the
text, and make this book attractive and accessible for children to enjoy on their own or share
with an adult.

From the Inside FlapWhy Beethoven Threw the StewWhy did Bach's son call him 'The Old
Wig'?What part did Stravinsky's parrot play at dinner parties?How did Mozart keep his pigtails
styled?What did Schumann invent to make his fingers stronger?And why did Beethoven throw
his stew?This book is a unique introduction for children to the world of classical composers and
their music.Famous cellist Steven Isserlis brings six of his favorite composers to life in an
irresistible manner, painting hilarious biographical portraits of each of them and describing their
music in lively detail. Packed with facts, dates, anecdotes and illustrations, Why Beethoven
Threw the Stew is an attractive and accessible read for children (and their parents!).--This text
refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorSteven Isserlis was born at a fairly early age.
His whole family was musical-- his father plays the violin, his mother played the piano, and his
two sisters play the violin and viola-- so he took up the cello because he didn't want to get left
out.He soon decided that playing the cello was what he wanted to do for the rest of his life
(partly because it meant that he wouldn't have to get up too early in the morning to get to
work). These days, he travels all over the world, playing concerts to whoever wants to listen
(and to a few who don't too) and making recordings. He studied in England, Scotland and
America; his main teacher was a wonderfully eccentric lady called Jane Cowan who convinced
him that he had to become friends with the composers whose music he played. In 1998, he
was awarded a CBE, for 'services to music' (though privately, he suspects it was because of
his looks); and in 2000, the city of Zwickau (birthplace of the composer Robert Schumann, to
whom a chapter of this book is devoted) bestowed the Schumann Prize 2000 upon his curly
head. Steven lives in London, with Pauline (who tries to keep him in order), his son Gabriel
(who manages to keep him in disorder), lots of cellos and a piano. He has a few hobbies, but
what he likes best (apart from listening to music and reading books, perhaps) is to eat lots of
food.--This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Back Cover"Why Beethoven Threw
the Stew"Why did Bach's son call him 'The Old Wig'?What part did Stravinsky's parrot play at
dinner parties?How did Mozart keep his pigtails styled?What did Schumann invent to make his
fingers stronger?And why "did" Beethoven throw his stew?This book is a unique introduction
for children to the world of classical composers and their music.Famous cellist Steven Isserlis
brings six of his favorite composers to life in an irresistible manner, painting hilarious
biographical portraits of each of them and describing their music in lively detail. Packed with
facts, dates, anecdotes and illustrations, "Why Beethoven Threw the Stew" is an attractive and



accessible read for children (and their parents!).--This text refers to the paperback edition.Read
more
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To Gabriel (as always), and to my lovely nieces Isabel and Natasha; but also to Stepan
Chilingirian, Yuval Shallon, Benjamin Doane and all my other young friends who have
convinced me that children are the BEST THING.A Note for ParentsEach chapter is in three
parts: a portrait of the composer, which children can read (or have read to them); a brief
description of the music, with a guide to some pieces that the children may particularly enjoy;
and a short biography of each composer, with more stories relating to their lives, which may be
dipped into, or read in one go.ContentsTitle PageDedicationA Note for Parents Introduction
Johann Sebastian Bach Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart Ludwig van Beethoven Robert Schumann
Johannes Brahms Igor Stravinsky Musical WordsThank yousIndexAbout the
AuthorCopyrightIntroductionMusic is a sort of magic. Who invented it? Nobody knows. Where
does it come from? Nobody knows. Who composes it? Nobody kn- no, hang on; we DO know
that. Composers compose it. They write down a series of dots and lines on a page; then
performers come along with their instruments and voices, look at the dots and lines on the
page, and make sounds from them. It’s all very mysterious. Or is it? After all, these words
you’re reading are just another series of dots and lines; you know what they mean, so you can
look at them and make sounds (and sense) from them. So maybe music is really just another
language, with its own meaning; but there IS something more magical about music than about
any other language. The range of sounds is far, far huger than that of any spoken language;
and because they aren’t tied to any specific meaning, the sounds can express much more.
There’s no musical sound meaning ‘sausage’ or ‘dirty laundry’, for instance; but on the other
hand, a musical sentence, or phrase, can sound happy, sad, thoughtful, nostalgic and eager –
all at the same time! Words would get exhausted if they tried to express as many meanings as
that. Perhaps one day we’ll arrive at a distant planet, millions of light-years away, and discover
a race of beings who speak only in music; but they’d have to be a lot more sophisticated than
we are.I’ve been lucky, in musical terms. I was brought up in a house full of the sounds of it. My
father played the violin, my mother the piano (and clarinet for a bit, until we stuffed a tissue up
it when she wasn’t looking, so that she would decide that it was broken, and stop practising at
all hours – mean of us, I know, but it worked), my elder sister the viola and piano and my
middle sister the violin and piano. We also had a dog called Dandy (long since departed for the
great lamp-post in the sky, unfortunately) who, when we played a certain piece by Mozart on
the piano, would get up on his armchair, prop his short legs on the side of it, and howl his little
heart out. If we went wrong, and he didn’t recognise it any more, he’d give us a foul look, snort
disgustedly and go off to sleep. So, thanks to my family, I always knew the names in this book –
Bach, Mozart, Beethoven and so on; but I didn’t know that much about them. It was only when I
started learning the cello with my main teacher, a lady called Jane Cowan, that I really started
to get to know them as people; she brought them alive! She would quote bits of their letters, tell
stories about them, laugh at the musical jokes they’d put into their pieces; in fact, she
encouraged me to make friends with them. Great friends they turned out to be, too. Of course,
there were limits: for instance, I couldn’t really call up Mozart when I was feeling miserable;
people who have been dead since 1791 are extremely hard to reach by phone. But I could at
least read about his life, and listen to his music; and that kept me endlessly fascinated then –
and keeps me endlessly fascinated now.You probably know the feeling, when you have two
friends who don’t know each other, and you’re sure they’d like each other: you can’t wait to
introduce them – and then you really hope they’ll hit it off. Well, that was really my reason for
writing this book. I was lucky enough to ‘meet’ all these composers when I was a child –



brilliant, sometimes extremely difficult, sometimes very funny, always wonderfully alive people.
And I wanted you to meet them too, so that you could have these friends-for-life who continue
to talk to us today long dead though they all are, through their music. I hope you get along!So
finally – why DID Beethoven throw the stew? Well, to be completely honest, he didn’t – it was
just a plate of veal with lots of gravy; but somehow ‘Why Beethoven Threw the Veal with Lots of
Gravy’ just didn’t have a ring to it. Apart from that, though, I’ve tried to be as accurate as
possible; one doesn’t need to invent things about these composers’ lives – they were more
amazing in themselves than anything I could invent. So read on, and you’ll find out, not just
why Beethoven spilled the gravy, but also why Bach walked for 400 kilometres (250 miles to us
oldies), why Mozart’s hairdresser got stuck, why Stravinsky got arrested with one famous
painter and missed his lunch appointment with another – and so on. Have fun!Steven
IsserlisJohann Sebastian Bach1685–1750Ido hope that it will never happen; but if ever I were
to be strolling along a beach and were to come across an interesting-looking bottle with an old
cork in it, and were to remove the cork; and if a huge green genie were to swarm out of the
bottle and, instead of thanking me for freeing him from the bottle and saving him from cramp,
were to boom out, “I grant you a choice: for the rest of your life, you may listen to the music of
just one composer. Now – choose!” – what would I say?Well, I think that I would first point out –
very politely (maybe I’m old-fashioned, but I do believe in being thoroughly polite to fierce
green monsters who are hovering menacingly over my head) – that most genies freed from
bottles would, as a rule, offer me three nice wishes, not one choice that would actually stop me
listening to the music of hundreds of composers that I love. Perhaps at this point the genie
would blush, bite his green lip, and mutter, “Whoops! so sorry, master – my mistake; a slip of
the tongue. Please wish away all you like, three times over – no, four times over – one extra as
an apology for my silliness.” On the other hand, perhaps he wouldn’t; perhaps he would boom
out, “One composer, I said – and that’s what I meant. Now stop arguing, or I’ll stuff you into the
bottle!” At which point I would (rather hurriedly) answer, “All right, O Not-Very-Gentle Genie: if I
must choose just the one composer, and stick with him for life, it would have to be – Johann
Sebastian Bach.”Now, supposing that the genie were to vanish at this point (at which I’d heave
a huge sigh of relief – a thoroughly charmless object, in my humble opinion) and you were to
take his place; and instead of floating over my head, you were to plant yourself squarely in front
of me, fold your arms defiantly, and say, “Oh yeah? So what was so great about this Johann
Sebastian Bach? And what was he like?” – what would I say to that?Well, I’d probably shuffle a
bit, look at my shoes, and then reply something like this, “What was so great about him was his
music – it was – it is – total genius! Every note that he ever wrote sounds completely right! And
he wrote some of the saddest music there is, some of the happiest music, some of the most
beautiful, the most exciting…” “Yes,” you might interrupt (a touch rude, but let it pass, let it
pass – I was getting a bit boring, I know) “but what was he like?” “Ah,” I’d say carefully, “I’m glad
you asked me that; well, actually, I’m not that glad that you asked me that. In fact, to tell you the
truth, I’m not at all glad that you asked me that; because the fact is that there you have me on
toast – because we really don’t know what he was like!” It’s true: all we really know about him is
that he was a very successful musician who had a series of jobs playing the organ in churches,
giving concerts, providing music for princes, dukes and local bigwigs, teaching young
musicians and so on – just like lots of other professional musicians in Germany at the time. We
don’t even know whether he realised that he was a genius! (My guess is that he did, though –
even though he might not have admitted it.)At least we know roughly what he looked like; one
portrait of him, painted when he was about sixty, has survived from his time. Actually, he looks
rather fierce – not at all like his wise, kind music. He’s frowning out of the picture at us – maybe



he’s telling us to go and listen to his music, if we want to know what he’s like! He’s wearing an
enormous, white, curly wig. (I bet he was bald underneath that wig. Bald Bach.) And he’s – er –
plump – well-filled – a healthy size. Oh, all right – he’s a bit fat – if you insist. He certainly liked
his food and drink; if friends wanted to get into his good books, they’d send him either a good
joint of meat, or a good bottle of brandy or wine. In fact, for some of his early jobs, part of his
yearly salary would be paid in beer! And when he shut himself away in his private studio to
compose, he’d often take a bottle of brandy with him. I wonder how he kept his head clear
enough to compose? Well, obviously he had no problem.Another thing that Bach liked,
probably even more than his food and drink, was his family. He came from one of the most
musical families of all time. His great-great-grandfather Veit (pronounced ‘Fight’) Bach
(pronounced, by the way, halfway between a sheep’s ‘baa’ and a dog’s ‘bark’ – with the ‘ch’
sounding as if you were trying to clear your throat) was a baker, who couldn’t bear to be
without his musical instrument, a very old sort of guitar called the cittern (pronounced ‘sittern’).
He used to take it into his bakery with him and play away to his heart’s content while the corn
was being ground to make bread. His two sons caught the ‘music bug’ and passed it on to their
children, who passed it on to theirs – and so on. Over the next fifty years or so, more than
seventy-five Bachs became professional musicians – more than fifty of them called Johann
(and not one of them called Marmaduke, strangely enough); in the area where most of them
lived, the word Bach actually came to mean musician!When our Bach – Johann (pronounced
‘Yohann’ – right; that’s the end of the pronunciation lesson) Sebastian – was growing up, the
whole family used to get together once a year for enormous parties. Being devout Christians,
they’d start off by singing hymns. (It’s not surprising that one of Bach’s favourite passages in
the Bible is one that describes 288 members of the same tribe playing religious music
together.) When the serious stuff was over, though, they’d start to sing funny songs, and would
compose accompaniments to them as they went along, and change the words and the notes to
make each other laugh, and generally have a grand old time. They didn’t even need computer
games to keep them amused! Ahem.Our Bach didn’t do too badly in his contribution to the
family – he had twenty children! Sadly, ten of them died while still very young – very common in
those days; but even ten children isn’t bad going, really. Three and a half of his sons became
famous composers too. (Well – three of them were famous, one half-famous).Bach had two
wives (not at the same time, I hasten to add). The first, Maria Barbara, was his first cousin (I
told you he liked his family!) He was blissfully happy with her, and they had seven children
together; but one day he got back from a long trip (it took much longer to get anywhere then
because one had to travel everywhere by horse-and-carriage – or on foot) and found that his
wife was dead! He’d left her quite healthy, and came back to find that she was already buried.
No telephones then, so no way of warning him – what a shock.The next year, though, he got
married again, this time to a non-relative, a singer called Anna Magdalena. He must have been
wildly excited about the marriage: he spent a fifth of his annual salary just on the wine for the
wedding party! (Ask a grown-up to calculate what a fifth of their salary would come to; then ask
them if they’d be willing to pay that just for the wine for one party. I can imagine their answer…)
Anna Magdalena seems to have been a wonderful person, and they must have been a great
team, but a frantic one. For her part, as well as bearing thirteen children – can you imagine it?
– she had to look after the four who had survived from Bach’s first marriage, and also the
various other relatives who came to live in the house. She sang at many of Bach’s concerts;
she studied the harpsichord (an older brother of the piano) and probably the organ with him;
and she copied out Bach’s new pieces. (I wonder if she ever washed his wig?) She also
managed to find time – how? – for gardening; she loved flowers and birds. There were often



visitors, too; the Bachs used to give dinner parties. Probably the guests were entertained by
the whole Bach family, singing and playing music together. Their house must have been a
noisy, but fun, place to be.Bach can’t have spent all that much time there with his wife and
children, though – he was busy! For a start, of course, he was constantly composing; today it
would take a normal person years just to copy out all his music, even working twenty-four
hours a day. (And that’s not counting the huge number of pieces that, annoyingly, have been
lost since Bach wrote them.) He was also the greatest organist and harpsichordist of his time;
people would go into raptures about the pieces he made up on the spot – so beautiful, so
brilliant, so complicated! But when can he have practised? Every musician, even a genius, has
to practise to keep up his or her playing. Bach had to teach his pupils for hours each day,
rehearse the choir and orchestra for weekly church services and for weekly concerts, conduct,
play the violin and viola, tune his own keyboard instruments, examine lots of newly built organs
(nobody knew as much about them, and how they worked, as him), invent new instruments for
his own pieces if he wanted new sounds – and to write incredibly long and boring letters to his
employers complaining about all sorts of things – mostly related to money. Hmm… maybe that
last bit isn’t that impressive. But the rest certainly is: how on earth did he manage to fit it all in?
Maybe he only slept five minutes a night – and all his days were forty-eight hours long!Now –
what’s this? I hear a small, but insistent voice, in my ear – where’s it coming from? Ah – it’s
you! Still standing there, with your arms folded. (Aren’t they sore by now?) “So,” you say firmly,
“now we know what he did – but what was he LIKE?”All right – I’ll tell you (very briefly) what I
think he must have been like as a person. We know that he was happily married, twice over,
that he had lots of friends, and that he was mostly very friendly to other musicians; but also
that he could be extremely unfriendly to people he didn’t like. He was always quarrelling with
his employers, whether they were officials at a royal court, or members of town councils.
Almost the only letters of his that survive are complaining letters addressed to ‘your
magnificences, most noble, most learned and most honourable sirs and patrons!’ – but if you
read the letters, you realise that Bach would much rather have addressed them as ‘your
twitships, most stupid, most annoying and most cabbage-headed idiots and morons!’ He
couldn’t stand most of them; and they couldn’t stand him. He was always wanting more money
out of them – not necessarily for himself (although he wouldn’t have minded that!); but primarily
so that he could hire more, and better, musicians to perform his music. He wanted perfection;
and all his employers wanted was a quiet, normal life. Although Bach was generally described
as ‘amiable’, he cared so much about music that he could all too easily lose his temper over it.
When he was young, he got into a sword-fight with a student whose bassoon-playing Bach
didn’t like; and later in life, he got so furious with a musician for playing wrong notes that he
snatched the wig off his own head, and hurled it at him! He could forget his manners in formal
situations, too. Once Bach went to a party, and arrived as a harpsichordist was playing. Seeing
the great Bach, the harpsichordist immediately stopped, right in the middle of a phrase. Bach
couldn’t bear the music being broken off so abruptly; ignoring his host’s outstretched hand and
polite greeting, Bach rushed past him to the harpsichord and finished off the phrase! So maybe
that’s why he looks cross in the portrait: he was probably so wrapped up in music, so full of it at
all times, that nothing else entered his mind. Sitting for a portrait might well have felt to him like
a waste of time – perhaps the artist was talking to Bach as he painted, distracting him from the
music in his head? I can imagine that if someone was trying to talk to him about a thoroughly
fascinating topic, such as the weather that day, or the weather the next day, or possibly the
weather the previous day, Bach might be looking at them; but his mind would be preoccupied
with his next piece, or perhaps with who would perform his last piece the most beautifully. So



he probably wasn’t an easy man to get to know, or to get along with.I would guess that the
best, perhaps the only, way to become his friend would be to talk about music – and to play it –
with him. To be conducted by him in his church must have been amazing. He’d be sitting at the
organ, playing incredibly complicated passages with both hands, and with his feet (on the
organ pedals); then he’d be directing the choir and orchestra with his head, hearing everything,
seeing everything, singing out the right notes if anyone went wrong, showing one group where
to come in with one of his fingers, another group with another finger, and showing the whole
expression of the piece with his face, so that everybody became as passionately involved as
him. That’s where he was surely at his happiest, and most awe-inspiring; so maybe that’s
where we’ll leave him – bye-bye, Father Bach!The MusicThe music of most composers, even
the greatest, varies in quality. Next to the masterpieces, there are usually works for which one
has to apologise a bit: “Oh, he was just experimenting when he wrote that,” or “That one was
written in a hurry.” But in Bach’s case, I have never heard a piece that didn’t seem – to me, at
least – perfect, every note inspired; and the strange thing is that he was always experimenting,
and he was always in a hurry! (Possibly a couple of his very first works aren’t completely earth-
shattering; but he soon outgrew such flashes of normal human weakness.) He used to
compose his pieces in his head, and then write them down; he hardly ever used pencil when
he wrote them out – he would go straight into ink. (And on the rare occasions when he made a
mistake, he would have to scratch out the wrong note with a knife.) He did revise some works,
improving and refining them; but he always ended up with something sublime, and seemingly
effortlessly written. Bach’s music can be deeply sad; one of his very greatest works is the ‘St.
Matthew Passion’, based on the Gospel of St. Matthew in the New Testament from the Bible,
telling the story of the crucifixion of Jesus Christ. It lasts almost three hours, and seems to
explore every possible shade of grief. But his music can also be wonderfully happy, full of fizzy,
dancing rhythms and smiley tunes – the ‘Brandenburg Concertos’, for instance. This was a set
of six orchestral pieces that he wrote featuring all sorts of different solo instruments, including
the trumpet and recorder – together! A strange combination – one of the loudest instruments
playing with one of the softest – but in Bach’s hands, it works. His music can be comforting and
peaceful, too; his Chorale Preludes for the organ contain some of the most serene, radiant
music ever written. Whether he’s writing tragic or joyous music, though, it’s never as if Bach is
telling us about his own sadness or happiness; it’s more as if a wise father is watching his
children from above, as they go about their sad or happy lives. For Bach, who was deeply
religious, music and religion were almost the same thing; making music was a way of
worshipping God. Everything he wrote was, as he put it, dedicated to the ‘glory of God and the
recreation of the soul’. But if that sounds rather forbidding – it isn’t! His music is never
pompous; it pulses with energy, humour, compassion and beauty. And above all it makes you
feel glad to be alive!What to listen toWell, you can’t go wrong with Bach; as I said, there’s no
such thing as a bad piece by him. Maybe you should start with fun music, such as the
‘Brandenburg Concertos’ – perhaps No. 3; if you feel like dancing to it, go ahead! Then you
could try the ‘Goldberg Variations’ for harpsichord (often played on the piano these days). This
set of thirty variations on a beautiful theme was apparently written by Bach as a gift for a
nobleman, a Count, who had trouble sleeping. When he was awake in the middle of the night,
he’d wake up a very young (and probably very tired) harpsichordist called Goldberg whom he
employed, and make him play some of the variations. The ‘Goldberg Variations’ have a huge
range of moods and colours; if you prefer, you can be like the sleepless Count, and listen to
just one or two of them at a time. And so on – there are so many masterpieces that you can’t
really go wrong – just look for the name ‘J.S. Bach’ on the packet! If I had to name just one



work, though, I think I’d choose the ‘St. Matthew Passion’. Since it’s so long, I’d suggest that
you listen to it in little bits to start with; get to know it gradually from a recording. Eventually,
when you feel ready to sit and take the whole thing in, go to a performance; it can be an
overwhelming experience. And the more you hear it, the more you’ll get out of it.Facts of
LifeBach’s father, Johann Ambrosius, was – surprise surprise – a musician. He was director of
music at the little town of Eisenach, where Bach was born on March 21st, 1685. J. A. Bach had
had a big success when he’d first taken up the post fourteen years earlier, when he’d arranged
a concert featuring organ, violins, voices, trumpets and military drums – what a racket! So it’s
safe to assume that our Bach must have grown up in a fairly noisy environment. Unfortunately,
his mother, Maria Elisabeth, died when Bach was only nine. His father remarried less than
seven months later; in true Bach style, he kept it in the family, marrying the widow of a cousin
of his. Perhaps this second marriage was a bit much for him to cope with, though; within four
months, Johann Ambrosius was dead himself. His widow wrote sadly to the town council of
Eisenach asking for support, saying that she’d need it because there was no musical talent left
in the Bach family. Not EXACTLY accurate…Two peas in a pod…Johann Ambrosius had a twin
called Johann Christoph. It was said that the brothers did everything exactly the same – played
music the same way, got ill at the same time, talked and thought exactly alike. In fact, people
even said that they looked so similar that their wives couldn’t tell them apart! I find that very
hard to believe; surely no wife would ever make the mistake of scolding her brother-in-law for
staying out too late at the pub…Poor Johann Sebastian, not yet ten years old, was now an
orphan. His eldest brother, Johann Christoph (yes, I know that that was his uncle’s name too –
don’t blame me! It’s not my fault) was an organist living nearby, and little Bach and another
brother, Jacob, were packed off to live with him. Can you imagine being brought up by an elder
brother? Strange. Mind you, Johann Christoph was fourteen years older, so maybe he seemed
more like a young father.Midnight visit…Johann Christoph was responsible for Bach’s
education – including, of course, his musical education. Bach progressed too well on the
harpsichord for his brother’s liking, soon getting bored with the student pieces he was
supposed to learn, and begging his brother to let him look at a book of grown-up pieces that
Johann Christoph owned. When this request was refused, Johann Sebastian took to getting up
in the middle of the night, stealing the book out of a cupboard and copying it out by moonlight.
(He wasn’t allowed a candle at night. I wonder what happened when he needed to go to the
loo?) It took him six months to finish copying it – but, as soon as he had, his brother found out
about it and locked away both copies for good. Spoilsport.Bach was eventually sent to school,
where he did brilliantly. He managed to pay some of the expenses of his education himself,
partly by coaching richer boys in Latin, and partly by singing in the choir – his first experience
as a professional musician.A problem comes up (or down)…Bach had a fine high singing voice
as boy; but one day he opened his mouth to say something – and a two-part voice came out!
There was his old high voice, plus a new low one. For the next eight days, every time he spoke
or sang, the same strange double-noise would come out. After that, the low voice won, and
Bach had lost his lovely boy’s voice – and with it, his place in the choir.As Bach grew up, he
became more and more fascinated by music, and wanted to learn more and more about it.
There were no recordings in those days, of course, so if he wanted to hear a famous organist
or harpsichordist, he had to find out where they would be playing, and somehow get there.
When he was young, he couldn’t often afford to go by coach; once he had to travel 400
kilometres (250 miles) – as far as he ever travelled in his whole life on foot to hear a famous
organist – phew! Can you imagine doing that? I hope the organist was worth it!A lucky break…
Coming back from one of his listening trips, Bach had run out of money – and he wasn’t even



half way home. He passed an inn, and smelled food cooking – torture! Suddenly he heard a
window opening, and saw a couple of herring heads being thrown out. That may sound a bit
revolting to us, but to the starving Bach they looked delicious, and he grabbed them, opened
them up – and found a gold coin inside each one! Was this just extraordinary luck – or had
some anonymous person seen him, and taken pity on him? We’ll never know.From the age of
eighteen, Bach supported himself with a series of jobs at small towns not far from his
birthplace. These were very useful for him, not just because of the income, but also because
they gave him the chance to develop musically – to try things out, to compose different kinds of
music for different occasions, and to perform with other musicians. He must have been
frustrated at times, though; the boring old Town Councils were always telling him off, or just
ignoring him. At one place, he was reprimanded for taking too much time off without leave (he’d
gone to listen to another organist); then he was told off for playing for too long at church
services; then he was told off for not playing long enough at church services; and then he was
told off for inviting a lady into the choir-loft, and ‘making music’ with her there! Ahem. At the
next place, three of the councillors, asked to sign a letter offering Bach the job, declared that
they were much too upset about a recent fire in the town to think about mere music – and
besides, they didn’t have any pens or ink with them! And at the next town, when Bach told his
bosses that he wanted to leave to take a better post, he got thrown into jail for almost a month.
Of course, being Bach, he spent the month composing; but, since he wasn’t allowed pen or
paper, it had to be all done in his head, and written down when he finally got home – what an
incredible memory he must have had.By the time he was in his early thirties……Bach had
become famous as a brilliant organist and harpsichordist. Rather like pop or jazz musicians
today, performers then were expected to play their own compositions, either making them up
as they went along or writing them out for themselves and others to play. His reputation had
spread as far as the major city of Dresden, where a French organist and harpsichordist called
Marchand was having a great success. Someone decided that there should be a musical
competition between Bach and Marchand, and Bach was summoned to Dresden. He got there,
and waited with several knowledgeable types for Marchand to arrive – but he never showed up.
It turned out that when Marchand realised that he was really going to have to play against the
famous Bach, he’d panicked, ordered a special coach, and had himself driven back to France
as fast as the horses’ eight legs could carry him!For the last twenty-seven years of his life,
Bach lived and worked in the city of Leipzig. Today, the city is visited every year by thousands
of ‘Bach tourists’, eager to see the places where their hero performed some of his greatest
works for the first time. They can see the churches where congregations of around two
thousand people would have been stunned by the music coming out of the choir-loft; at one
stage, Bach was producing a new cantata (a big piece for singers and orchestra) every week –
it would have taken most composers months! Unfortunately, they can’t see the school where
he lived and taught or the coffee-house where he used to give his famous weekly concerts with
his musicians – the buildings are long gone. (Just the door to the school has been preserved
and can be seen in a local museum.) In fact, even those buildings that remain have changed
hugely since Bach was in them; but maybe his spirit is still there, hovering around wearing a
ghostly wig?Of course…
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Brittany Francis, “Informative book, but not meant for children. I bought this in hope of using it
in my elementary music classroom, based on recommendations that this was a children's book
and a great introduction to music history for kids. I could never use this in a classroom of young
children! I was very surprised when I started reading the first chapter and it started talking
about drinking and love affairs. There are many sexual innuendos in the book that would go
over children's heads, but are still inappropriate for the age group it is recommended for. Also
the language seems like it would be really tough for an elementary student to understand. The
chapter on Stravinsky is all about him cheating on his wife with the woman who ends up as his
second wife. The book was great otherwise, just not geared towards children. I would give this
to a late middle school or high school class as an introduction to music history, as the book
was very interesting, and that age group would be able to handle the more adult topics better.”

KateVictoria, “Witty and Delightful Composer Bio Book like no other!. This is the first composer
bio book by Isserlis, but they are not sequential in order. These books are very humorous and
my 11 year old daughter is delighted by them. The author is incredibly engaging and my
daughter loves how he writes directly to the reader. We have other books around with
composer bios but these books are well worth getting. The facts contained are above the
ordinary and so kindly, delightfully, and engagingly written. Steven's humor and kindness shine
through. My daughter remarked about how he was even able to make sad events in the
composer's lives enjoyable to read. Bravo Mr. Isserlis!!”

Fred Shoppin, “Funny for adults too. Perhaps I have not progressed beyond the age of 12 when
it comes to humor, but I thoroughly enjoyed the book. I am an amateur classical musician with
a deep knowledge of many of the composers, but from the moment I picked up this book I
knew it would be different. Funny, lots of inside stories I had never heard. Isserlis is also funny
on Twitter.”



Mrs Rudy, “Great Ø=ÜM. Love this book but not ment for the recommended age. I would give this to a
middle schooler or high schooler. I read it and pull the meat and potatoes to tell my 2nd grader”

woodland cello, “Informal, chatty style, "off the beaten path" stories about composers. Just
started a new teaching job teaching general music. This book is great for gathering fun facts to
make music appealing and pertinent to young people. It would be fun to read out loud to older
grades (perhaps 3rd and up) as well.  A fun read for anyone interested in composers.”

Freja, “Fascinating and fun to read. This book reveals small details of the composers' lives that
you might not find in serious biographies. Their storeis are presented in a very personal way,
as it you were talking to someone who knew them well...and in fact, you are. Steven Isserlis is
a world-renowned concert pianist. Very well-written book that just races along as he acquaints
you with the composers.”

Nadine Deleury, “The best and most fun way for kids (and adults) to learn about these
composers!. I am a professional adult musician and still learned a lot by reading Steven
Isserlis' book! He has a way to make you close to the composer. You feel that you really know
what kind of person the composer was after you read the chapter about him. And Isserlis is
VERY witty from his first line of About the Author: "I was born at an early age"(!), you know that
this is going to be fun to read. I bought a few copies that I am passing among my students (and
their parents). I highly recommend it to anyone, really. His second book is on another group of
composers, written in the same style: true and checked facts about the composers, in a very
entertaining style!”

Old Brown Shoes, “chock full of useful knowledge and information. This is an entertaining
book, chock full of useful knowledge and information, written by a musician who is thoroughly
skilled as a cellist and classical/romantic era performer. He really brings the personality and
interpersonal dynamics of the composers and their contemporaries into symbiotic dynamism--I
love the story about Brahms coming to live in the Schumann's home and carrying on like a
teenage acrobat, leaping from bannister to bannister. I recommend this book for elementary
school children through adults, it is easy to read and has discrete sections laid out with good
continuity as he lays out the composers/performers in a linear form.”

Mary Bessenich, “An absolute gem!. Bought this book for my grandson who is 11. This is a
fantastic book full of amazing little stories pertaining to the great composers but I wouldn't say
it's for very young readers unless they're extremely well advanced in English! I thoroughly
enjoyed the book and would highly recommend it to any music lover.”

Tamara Nutting Rodriguez, “Amusing and informative!. Bought for 10-yr old grandson. Very well
written and full of facts put over in a witty way. We all enjoyed it!”

A F Wyatt, “Total Satisfaction. If you want a good laugh and learn something at the same time,
look no further”

msJbs, “great dip. Steven Isserlis passes on the stories he learnt about these composers after
his first cello teacher suggested he make friends with the composers. Great book to dip into for
anyone interested in music. I got it for our 3 music making children but everyone dips into it and
comes up with another "ooh, did you know that..." moment”



A Person, “Entertaining and easy to read. Fantastic book suitable for children ... and indeed
adults who feel they don't know a lot about these composers. An entertaining read that brings
the composers to life, and recommends music to listen to for each one.”

The book by J.J. Miller has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 122 people have provided feedback.
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